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Fantomacs excels on genre-bending 3rd album, "So Pure"
September 23, 2022

Incredibly prolific within his releases, the artist behind Fantomacs has delivered in a big way once again with his newest record, So
Pure. Do yourselves a favor and keep reading for a closer look into the record, as well as a background on this artist.

Released officially in July, but still as fantastic today, Fantomacs has just shared his third new record in the span of three years, once
titled So Pure. Behind this project is an artist named Joerg Peters who is consistently pushing the boundaries of what he can create,
basically everything that encompasses new styles, genres, and interesting production styles. This effort is no different and he’s
succeeded once again in something that could be catered to literally any kind of music listener or enjoyer. Without a doubt, we are
highly recommending everyone out there give this a spin.

As a multi-instrumentalist, producer, and overall creative, Fantomacs generally keeps within the realm of infusing “soul and
introspective themes of self-balance and mental stability” into his music. Generating buzz all over the world with his mind-bending
tunes, garnering collaborations everywhere, and earning himself a positive reputation, we can confirm it’s all well deserved. On his
latest So Pure, the record clocks in at 9 abundantly different songs spanning right around 45 minutes in complete runtime. Throughout
the record, you’re legitimately hit with such a diversity within tones, moods, and atmospheres, yet somehow Joerg has found a way to
piece these songs together like a puzzle in order to capture that coveted album experience.

His discography speaks for itself within the constant experimentation, but So Pure elevates that in regard to trying new things, so much
so on the production end. Specific tracks like “DUB Grooves”, “Rising Day”, and the near 9 minute thriller “Rise” are perfect jumping
off points for what you can expect, to really get a taste of his style. However, we would still obviously urge everyone out there to click
the play button at the beginning for the entire feel from beginning to end. Additionally, we took the opportunity to enjoy some of his
other records, and one thing that shined through was that he isn’t making the same thing twice. Like every magnificent artist out there,
you want to try new things and explore your capabilities as a talented creator. Fantomacs has gone above and beyond in that realm!

Without spoiling much else, please check out the links below to listen, follow along, and to stay tuned for much more on the way.
Listen to So Pure
Spotify
Apple Music
YouTube
Instagram
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